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Colors of Truth 2020-10-06 based on the real history of carnton an antebellum home that served as a confederate hospital colors of truth
follows the journey of an irish immigrant arriving in a country where her kind isn t wanted and of a former federal soldier returning to
the scene of a battle that almost destroyed him in 1866 catriona o toole arrives in the town of franklin tennessee searching for her
younger brother ryan who according to his last letter was headed for franklin only days before the catastrophic battle of franklin ryan s
last note contained a stack of cash enough money to bring his entire family across the ocean from ireland but after disease and illness
tear through county antrim and the o toole family only catriona and her seven year old sister nora are left to make the journey wade
cunningham one of ten operatives in the newly formed united states secret service agency is on the hunt for counterfeiters a tip leads
him to franklin and to carnton the home of wealthy tennessean john mcgavock the recent murder of a fellow agent mandates that wade
keep his true identity hidden as well as his past service in the federal army but when he receives a note bearing only the name of the
deceased agent he realizes someone in town already knows who he really is as evidence in the case mounts it eventually points to
catriona but wade is slow to want to believe it because his heart is swiftly becoming hers however catriona s sole focus is to find her
brother and to provide a home and safety for her sister in doing that she somehow finds herself part of a burial committee for the over
two thousand confederate soldiers who were hastily buried in a field following the battle of franklin and her deepest fear is that ryan s
body is among those shallow graves
The Inheritance 2009-03-08 from usa today bestselling author tamera alexander comes an award winning historical romance desperate
for a fresh start mckenna ashford accepts her cousin s invitation to move west with her rebellious younger brother to the rugged wilds of
the colorado territory but what she finds there will be the greatest challenge of her life determined to tame her fourteen year old
younger brother s rebellious streak twenty three year old mckenna ashford accepts her cousin s invitation to move west and start over
mckenna arrives only to find that her cousin and her cousin s husband have died leaving their five year old daughter an orphan and that
life in copper creek colorado is far from what she expected mckenna struggles with her sudden new role as the guardian of two children
shouldering burdens beyond her years mckenna tries to be the parent robert needs instead of the older sister he resents but her
untimely inheritance challenges her resolve at every turn while also offering a second chance to restore her sense of trust and perhaps
even her heart u s marshal wyatt caradon is dedicated to bringing fugitives to justice yet years of living on the trail have taken their toll
and he finds himself at a crossroads he s brought countless men to justice but he questions what lasting good he has accomplished when
his path intersects that of young robert ashford wyatt glimpses himself years ago in the boy s pride and arrogance he also sees a boy
without a firm hand in his life his well meant attempt to help robert brings him face to face with the one situation he never wanted to
encounter and the one woman who holds the key to helping him find his future as mckenna struggles to let go of her independence and
wyatt considers opening his heart again they discover an inheritance beyond imagination but it will come at a price praise for the
inheritance alexander has an awe inspiring way of creating characters that brand your heart and leave you permanently connected this
story is too good to be missed romantic times alexander s inspirational historical romance vividly details the rough mining environment
of 1870s colorado in a fast paced often poignant and always hopeful tale booklist full length stand alone historical romance set in 1877
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2010 christy award finalist and 2010 rita award winner includes discussion questions for book clubs
With this Pledge 2019-01-08 from the pages of history and the personal accounts of those who endured the battle of franklin tamera
alexander weaves real life love letters into a story of unlikely romance first kindled amid the shadows of the civil war beautifully drawn
characters and rich history in with this pledge work seamlessly to demonstrate that christ s love and romantic love can triumph even in
our darkest moments lynn austin bestselling author elizabeth lizzie clouston s quietly held principles oppose those of the southern cause
but when forty thousand soldiers converge on the fields of franklin tennessee the war demands an answer the carnton home where she is
governess is converted into a confederate field hospital and lizzie is called upon to assist the military doctor with surgeries that
determine life or death faced with the unimaginable she must summon fortitude even as she fears for the life of towny her fiancé and
lifelong friend as a young soldier lies dying in lizzie s arms she vows to relay his final words to his mother but knows little more than the
boy s first name that same night decorated mississippi sharpshooter captain roland ward jones extracts a different promise from lizzie
that she intervene should the surgeon decide to amputate his leg lizzie is nothing if not a woman of her word earning the soldiers respect
as she tends to the wounded within carnton s walls none is more admiring than captain jones who doesn t realize she is pledged to
another but as lizzie s heart softens toward the confederate captain she discovers that his moral ground is at odds with her own now torn
between love principles and promises made she struggles to be true to her heart while standing for what she knows is right no matter
the cost from the pages of history and the personal accounts of those who endured the battle of franklin tamera alexander weaves the
real life love letters between captain roland ward jones and miss elizabeth clouston into a story of unlikely romance first kindled amid
the shadows of war alexander s with this pledge dusts off the archives and breathes life into the battle of franklin believed to be the most
brutal battle in the civil war through tamera alexander s indomitable heroine lizzie clouston who transforms from governess to nurse out
of necessity we find ourselves contemplating our own inner strength should we also be faced with the unthinkable tamera alexander s
with this pledge is not only historical fiction at its finest but its most compelling jolina petersheim bestselling author of how the light gets
in tamera alexander has once again given readers a beautifully written story full of strong characters and tender romance all while
staying true to the actual history of the people and events she describes from the horrors of war to the hope of blossoming love lizzie and
roland s story will live in my heart for a very long time anne mateer author of playing by heart
To Win Her Favor 2015-05-12 if you read one historical novel this year make it to win her favor it will linger with you long after the last
page colleen coble usa today bestselling author of the house at saltwater point a gifted rider in a world where ladies never race maggie
linden is determined that her horse will become a champion but the one man who could help her has vowed to stay away from
thoroughbred racing forever an irishman far from home cullen mcgrath left a once prosperous life in england because of a horse racing
scandal that nearly ruined him he s come to nashville for a fresh start hoping to buy land and begin farming all while determined to stay
as far away from thoroughbred racing as possible but starting over proves harder than he d wagered especially when maggie linden s
father makes him an offer he shouldn t accept yet cannot possibly refuse maggie is certain that her mare bourbon belle can take the top
purse in the inaugural peyton stakes the richest race ever run in america maggie only needs the chance to prove it to give her that
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chance and to save linden downs from being sold to the highest bidder maggie s father aging yet wily as ever makes a barter his
agreement includes one tiny troublesome detail that maggie must marry a man she s never met a man she never would have chosen for
herself set against the post civil war history of nashville s historic belle meade plantation the most influential thoroughbred stud farm in
america s history to win her favor is a passionate stirring and highly acclaimed novel readers won t soon forget to win her favor is a
beautiful love story not to mention a story of faith that shines through in the darkest circumstances from the very beginning i lost my
heart to cullen and maggie and yearned for the moment when they would lose their hearts to each other robin lee hatcher bestselling
author of who i am with you tamera alexander is one of my favorite authors so i expect a lot from her novels to win her favor is
captivating beyond expectation this novel has everything readers are looking for rich characterization page turning intrigue a
heartwarming romance charged with tension and more cindy woodsmall new york times and cba bestselling author tamera alexander has
done it again her imagination and skillful pen intertwined with history takes the reader on a beautiful journey to win her favor is sure to
stir the heart and open the mind jenny lamb director of interpretation education belle meade mansion
To Whisper Her Name 2012-10-23 from bestselling author tamera alexander comes an exquisite historical novel set against the real
history of belle meade plantation in nashville tennessee that explores the struggles of real people of the post war south and the journeys
of a man and a woman scarred by betrayal olivia aberdeen destitute widow of a man shot as a traitor to the south is shunned by proper
society and gratefully accepts an invitation from elizabeth harding mistress of belle meade plantation expecting to be the hardings head
housekeeper olivia is disillusioned when she learns the real reason elizabeth s husband confederate general william giles harding agreed
to her coming not finding the safe haven she expects olivia is caught off guard by her feelings for ridley adam cooper a man who seems
anything but a southern gentleman branded a traitor by some ridley cooper a southern son who chose to fight for the union is a man
desperate to end the war still raging inside him determined to learn the gift that belle meade s head horse trainer and former slave bob
green possesses ridley harbors secrets that threaten both their lives as ridley seeks to make peace within himself for fighting against the
south he loved olivia is determined to never be betrayed again praise for tamera alexander to whisper her name has everything a fine
historical novel needs characters we truly care about struggles that really matter splashes of humor to engage us and period details that
bring the past to vibrant life ridley and olivia both arrive with heartaches and disappointments tucked in their traveling bags watching
them unpack those memories and make room for the lord s cleansing touch is pure reading pleasure liz curtis higgs new york times
bestselling author rich in history romance and human drama to whisper her name is a book to be savored like a sumptuous southern
banquet tamera alexander s skills as a master storyteller have never been more evident robin lee hatcher bestselling author of cross my
heart and who i am with you to whisper her name will grab you and not let go it s a beautiful powerful story with unforgettable
characters who face the unthinkable with honor while a captivating romance blooms where seeds should never have been scattered
cindy woodsmall new york times and cba bestselling author this inspirational historical romance can be read as a stand alone novel or
enjoyed as the first book in tamera alexander s belle meade series book length approximately 125k words includes discussion questions
for book clubs a recipe and a note from the author
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A Note Yet Unsung (A Belmont Mansion Novel Book #3) 2017-01-31 from bestselling author tamera alexander comes the final novel in
the sweeping belmont mansion series a master violinist trained in vienna rebekah carrington manages to wheedle her way into an
audition with the new maestro at the nashville philharmonic but women are far too fragile and frail for the rigors of an orchestra and
rebekah s hopes are swiftly dashed when the conductor determined to leave his mark on the world of classical music bows to public
opinion to make matters worse adelicia cheatham mistress of belmont mansion and rebekah s new employer agrees with him nationally
acclaimed conductor nathaniel tate whitcomb is nashville s youngest orchestra leader and despite a reluctant muse and a strange
buzzing and recurring pain in his head he must finish composing his symphony before the grand opening of the city s new symphony hall
even more pressing he must finish it for the one who first inspired his love of music his dying father as tate s ailment worsens he knows
rebekah can help him finish his symphony but how can he win back her trust when he s robbed her of her dream as music moves us to
tears yet makes our hearts soar a note yet unsung captures the splendor of classical music at a time when women s hard won strides in
cultural issues changed not only world history but the hearts of men
To Mend a Dream 2015-07-14 savannah darby would do almost anything to revisit her family home so when the new owner aidan
bedford seeks to redecorate the house for his fiancée savannah jumps at the opportunity but can she find the box her father supposedly
hid there during the war before her assignment is completed and before she sees yet another battle lost on the home front this time a
battle of the heart
To Wager Her Heart 2017-08-08 set against the real history of nashville s belle meade plantation and the original fisk university jubilee
singers ensemble to wager her heart is a stirring love story about seeking justice and restoring honor at a time in american history when
both were tenuous and hard won with fates bound by a shared tragedy a reformed gambler from the colorado territory and a southern
belle bent on breaking free from society s expectations must work together to achieve their dreams provided the truth doesn t tear them
apart first sylas rutledge new owner of the northeast line railroad invests everything he has into this new venture partly for the sake of
the challenge but mostly to clear his father s name one man holds the key to sy s success general william giles harding of nashville s
belle meade plantation but harding is champagne and thoroughbreds and sy rutledge is beer and bullocks sy needs someone to help him
maneuver through nashville s society and when he meets alexandra jamison he quickly decides he s found his tutor but he soon discovers
that the very train accident his father is blamed for causing is what killed alexandra s fiancé and shattered her world spurning an
arranged marriage by her father alexandra instead pursues her passion for teaching at fisk university the first freedmen s university in
the united states but family and nashville society do not approve and she soon finds herself cast out from both through connections with
the harding family alexandra and sy become unlikely allies and despite first impressions alexandra gradually finds herself coming to
respect and even care for this man but how can she when her heart is still spoken for sy is willing to risk everything to win over the
woman he loves what he doesn t count on is having to wager her heart to do it
A Million Little Choices 2023-12 sometimes secrets just won t stay hidden now from usa today bestselling author and christy award
hall of fame inductee tamera alexander comes the story of two women from different centuries living in the same house who share
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strikingly similar journeys claire powell s life is turned upside down when her beloved husband admits to a near affair but when stephen
accepts a partnership with an atlanta law firm without consulting her and buys a historic southern home sight unseen it pushes their
already fractured marriage to the breaking point claire s world spirals and she soon finds herself in a marriage she no longer wants in a
house she never asked for in 1863 charlotte thursmann pregnant and trapped in a marriage to an abusive husband struggles to protect
her unborn child and the enslaved members of her household desperate she s determined to right the evils her husband and others like
him commit but how can one woman put an end to such injustice especially if her husband makes good on his threat to kill her both
claire and charlotte discover truths about themselves they never realized along with secrets long hidden that hold the power to bring god
s restoration if only they choose to let it this southern historical fiction novel includes dual timeline plot thought provoking treatment of
the themes of difficult relationships infidelity forgiveness and trust discussion questions you re all set for book club
Rekindled (Fountain Creek Chronicles Book #1) 2006-03-01 a gripping story of love loss and second chances when her husband
disappears into a mountain snowstorm one morning kathryn jennings is flung into the world of ranching banking and business penniless
and pregnant kathryn is determined to keep her land as a legacy for her child the man who offers her a job seems to have an awful lot of
secrets but she is desperate most disconcerting of all is the uncanny familiarity she feels toward the badly scarred ranch hand who
works in the dark shadows of the horse stables
Beyond This Moment 2009-04-01 dismissed from the university where she served as professor of romantic languages dr molly
whitcomb travels west to start over in the secluded mountain town of timber ridge colorado where she ll be teaching children her train
stops in denver and on a whim molly purchases a wedding band an attempt to cover a mistake but also a chance at a fresh start sheriff
james mcpherson was eager to hire a schoolteacher but dr molly whitcomb isn t what he expected his instincts about people which rarely
miss the mark tell him she s hiding something and when molly s secret is revealed her reinvented life begins to unravel what s more she
risks losing her newfound relationship with the sheriff and her renewed faith in god
Within My Heart 2010-09-01 widow rachel boyd struggles to keep her ranch afloat and provide for her two young sons though some
days it feels as though her efforts are sabotaged at every turn when her cattle come down with disease and her sons lives are
endangered she must turn to rand brookston timber ridge s physician and reluctant veterinarian while rachel appreciates his help she
squelches any feelings she might have for rand her own father was a doctor and his patients always took priority over his family rachel
refuses to repeat the mistakes her mother made but when she s courted by a wealthy client of the local resort she faces a choice self
sufficiency and security or the risk inherent in the deepest of loves
Remembered 2007-06-01 the threat of war and a final request send véronique girard from france to a distant and uninviting country in
the colorado territory she searches for the man who has held her heart since childhood her father pierre girard left paris for the
americas to seek his fortune in fur trading vowing to send for his wife and daughter but twenty five years have passed and his vow
remains unfulfilled sifting through shards of broken promises véronique embarks on a dangerous search for a man she scarcely
remembers his grief finally healed jack brennan is moving on with life after years of guiding families west he is now working as a
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freighter to the mining towns surrounding willow springs what he doesn t count on is an unexpected traveling companion on his trips up
into the mountains and how one woman s search will cause havoc with his plans and his life
Revealed 2006-11-01 annabelle grayson has been given a second chance at life but she can t claim it with the cloud of her past hanging
over her in willow springs after her husband dies she advertises for a trail guide to accompany her to land waiting for her in idaho and a
most unlikely candidate applies for the job matthew taylor is a man on the run with consequences of past mistakes pursuing him at every
turn meeting annabelle grayson the first time was unpleasant enough but when she crosses his path again her presence in his life and
what she reveals is devastating if given a single wish matthew would turn back time and right a grievous wrong if given a second wish he
would make annabelle grayson pay
From a Distance 2008-06-01 first in a romantic historical series from a best selling author set in the colorado territory during the 1870 s
Christmas at Carnton 2017-10-03 this tender love story between two wounded people whom god brings together for healing is a book
readers will enjoy anytime but especially at christmas francine rivers new york times bestselling author of redeeming love and a voice in
the wind amid war and the fading dream of the confederacy a wounded soldier and a destitute widow discover the true meaning of
christmas and sacrificial love recently widowed aletta prescott struggles to hold life together for herself and her six year old son with the
bank threatening to evict them she discovers an advertisement for the women s relief society auction and applies for a position only to
discover it s been filled then a chance meeting with a wounded soldier offers another opportunity and friendship but can aletta trust this
man captain jake winston a revered confederate sharpshooter suffered a head wound at the battle of chickamauga when doctors deliver
their diagnosis jake fears losing not only his greatest skill but his very identity as he heals jake is ordered to assist with a local women s
relief society auction he respectfully objects kowtowing to a bunch of crinolines isn t his idea of soldiering but orders are orders and he
soon discovers this group of ladies one in particular is far more than he bargained for set against the backdrop and history of the carnton
plantation in franklin tennessee christmas at carnton is a story of hope renewed and faith restored at christmas
Beyond This Moment (Timber Ridge Reflections Book #2) 2009-04-01 dismissed from the university where she served as professor of
romantic languages dr molly whitcomb travels west to start over in the secluded mountain town of timber ridge colorado where she ll be
teaching children her train stops in denver and on a whim molly purchases a wedding band an attempt to cover a mistake but also a
chance at a fresh start sheriff james mcpherson was eager to hire a schoolteacher but dr molly whitcomb isn t what he expected his
instincts about people which rarely miss the mark tell him she s hiding something and when molly s secret is revealed her reinvented life
begins to unravel what s more she risks losing her newfound relationship with the sheriff and her renewed faith in god
Remembered (Fountain Creek Chronicles Book #3) 2007-06-01 the threat of war and a final request send véronique girard from
france to a distant and uninviting country in the colorado territory she searches for the man who has held her heart since childhood her
father pierre girard left paris for the americas to seek his fortune in fur trading vowing to send for his wife and daughter but twenty five
years have passed and his vow remains unfulfilled sifting through shards of broken promises véronique embarks on a dangerous search
for a man she scarcely remembers his grief finally healed jack brennan is moving on with life after years of guiding families west he is
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now working as a freighter to the mining towns surrounding willow springs what he doesn t count on is an unexpected traveling
companion on his trips up into the mountains and how one woman s search will cause havoc with his plans and his life
A Lasting Impression (A Belmont Mansion Novel Book #1) 2011-11-01 blockbuster new historical series from acclaimed author tamera
alexander to create something that will last is claire laurent s most fervent desire as an artist it s also her greatest weakness when her
fraud of a father deals her an unexpected hand claire is forced to flee from new orleans to nashville only a year after the war between
the states has ended claire s path collides with that of sutton monroe and she considers him a godsend for not turning her in to the
authorities but when they meet again and he refuses to come to her aid she realizes she s sorely misjudged the man trading an unwanted
destiny for an unknown future claire finds herself in the middle of nashville s elite society and believes her dream of creating a lasting
impression in the world of art may finally be within reach all that sutton monroe holds dear lies in ruin he s determined to reclaim his
heritage and to make the men who murdered his father pay but what he discovers on his quest for vengeance reveals a truth that may
cost him more than he ever imagined set at nashville s historical belmont mansion a stunning antebellum manor built by mrs adelicia
acklen the richest woman in america in the 1860s a lasting impression showcases the deep poignant unforgettable characters that set
tamera s stories apart and provides an inspiring love story that will capture readers hearts and leave them eager for more
Revealed (Fountain Creek Chronicles Book #2) 2006-11-01 annabelle grayson has been given a second chance at life but she can t claim
it with the cloud of her past hanging over her in willow springs after her husband dies she advertises for a trail guide to accompany her
to land waiting for her in idaho and a most unlikely candidate applies for the job matthew taylor is a man on the run with consequences
of past mistakes pursuing him at every turn meeting annabelle grayson the first time was unpleasant enough but when she crosses his
path again her presence in his life and what she reveals is devastating if given a single wish matthew would turn back time and right a
grievous wrong if given a second wish he would make annabelle grayson pay
A Million Little Choices 2023-11-07 sometimes secrets just won t stay hidden now from usa today bestselling author and christy award
hall of fame inductee tamera alexander comes the story of two women from different centuries living in the same house who share
strikingly similar journeys claire powell s life is turned upside down when her beloved husband admits to a near affair but when stephen
accepts a partnership with an atlanta law firm without consulting her and buys a historic southern home sight unseen it pushes their
already fractured marriage to the breaking point claire s world spirals and she soon finds herself in a marriage she no longer wants in a
house she never asked for in 1863 charlotte thursmann pregnant and trapped in a marriage to an abusive husband struggles to protect
her unborn child and the enslaved members of her household desperate she s determined to right the evils her husband and others like
him commit but how can one woman put an end to such injustice especially if her husband makes good on his threat to kill her both
claire and charlotte discover truths about themselves they never realized along with secrets long hidden that hold the power to bring god
s restoration if only they choose to let it this southern historical fiction novel includes dual timeline plot thought provoking treatment of
the themes of difficult relationships infidelity forgiveness and trust discussion questions you re all set for book club
A Beauty So Rare (A Belmont Mansion Novel Book #2) 2014-03-25 pink is not what eleanor braddock ordered but maybe it would soften
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the tempered steel of a woman who came through a war and still had one to fight plain practical eleanor braddock knows she will never
marry but with a dying soldier s last whisper she believes her life can still have meaning and determines to find his widow impoverished
and struggling to care for her ailing father eleanor arrives at belmont mansion home of her aunt adelicia acklen the richest woman in
america and possibly the most demanding as well adelicia insists on finding her niece a husband but a simple act of kindness leads
eleanor down a far different path building a home for destitute widows and fatherless children from the civil war while eleanor knows
her own heart she also knows her aunt will never approve of this endeavor archduke marcus gottfried has come to nashville from austria
in search of a life he determines instead of one determined for him hiding his royal heritage marcus longs to combine his passion for
nature with his expertise in architecture but his plans to incorporate natural beauty into the design of the widows and children s home
run contrary to eleanor s wishes as work on the home draws them closer together marcus and eleanor find common ground and a love
neither of them expects but marcus is not the man adelicia has chosen for eleanor and even if he were someone who knows his secrets is
about to reveal them all from usa today bestselling author tamera alexander comes a moving historical novel about a bold young woman
drawn to a group of people forgotten by nashville society and to the one man with whom she has no business falling in love
The Belle Meade Plantation Collection 2018-02-06 set during the civil war at nashville s historic belle meade plantation tamera alexander
portrays stories about enslavement and freedom arrogance and humility and the power of love to heal even the deepest of wounds to
whisper her name as ridley cooper seeks to make peace within himself for betraying the south he loved olivia aberdeen is determined to
never be betrayed again to whisper her name follows the journey of two wounded people and one fragile nation longing to find healing to
win her favor a gifted rider in a world where ladies never race maggie linden is determined that her horse will become a champion but
the one man who could help her an irishman far from home named cullen mcgrath has vowed to stay away from thoroughbred racing for
the rest of his life to wager her heart in the new reality of the post civil war south a railroad man and a southern belle turned teacher
must find a way to work together to achieve their dreams to wager her heart is a sweeping southern love story about a nation trying to
heal and the courage of a man and woman to see themselves for who they truly are and can be together to mend a dream extending her
beloved series in this sweet novella tamera alexander offers readers the story of well known character savannah darby who would do
almost anything to revisit her family home when the new owner aidan bedford decides to redecorate his new house for his fiance
savannah jumps at the opportunity
Among the Fair Magnolias 2015-07-14 you don t have to be a fan of southern fiction or historical fiction to appreciate and enjoy the
fabulous storytelling in this collection 4½ stars rt book reviews in the most turbulent decade of our nation s history four southern women
destinies forged by birth hearts steeled by war face near impossible choices on their journeys in life and in love to mend a dream by
tamera alexander savannah darby would do almost anything to revisit her family home so when new owner aidan bedford a boston
attorney and former union soldier seeks to redecorate the house for his fiancée savannah jumps at the opportunity but the clock is
ticking can she find the box her father supposedly hid there during the war before her assignment is completed and before she sees yet
another battle lost on the home front this time one of the heart an outlaw s heart by shelley gray when russell stark returns to fort worth
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he s determined to begin a new life but when he arrives at his mother s homestead he discovers she s very ill and the woman he loved is
still as beautiful and sweet as he remembered with time running out russell must come to terms with both his future and his past a heart
so true by dorothy love abigail knows all too well what is expected of her to marry her distant cousin charles and take her place in
society but her heart belongs to another and a terrible incident forces abby to choose between love and duty love beyond limits by
elizabeth musser emily has a secret she s in love with one of the freedmen on her family s plantation meanwhile another man declares
his love for her emily realizes some things are not as they seem and secrets must be kept in order to keep those she loves safe four
intriguing novellas rich in historical detail with unique settings and surprising premises each filled with romance and heartbreak pain
and redemption this collection set in the nineteenth century took me home to times and places in the deep south i ve visited only in my
dreams an absolute pleasure to read cathy gohlke bestselling author of secrets she kept and saving amelie among the fair magnolias will
sweep you into the past carrying you into the beauty and battles of the old south you will love laugh and lament as your heart is inspired
to face life with courage and live it more fully cindy woodsmall new york times and cba bestselling author
Encyclopedia of Romance Fiction 2018-09-07 as the first encyclopedia solely devoted to the popular romance fiction genre this resource
provides a wealth of information on all aspects of the subject romance fiction accounts for a large share of book sales each year and
contrary to popular belief not all of its readers are women roughly 16 percent are men this enormously popular genre continues to
captivate people reading for pleasure and it also commands a growing amount of academic interest included are alphabetically arranged
reference entries on significant authors along with works themes and other topics the articles are written by scholars librarians and
industry professionals with a deep knowledge of the genre and so provide a thorough understanding of the subject an index provides
easy access to information within the entries and bibliographies at the end of each entry a general bibliography and a suggested
romance reading list allow for further study of the genre
The Vigilante's Bride 2010-08-01 robbing a stagecoach on christmas eve and kidnapping a woman passenger is the last thing luke
sullivan expects to do he just wanted to reclaim the money stolen from him but ends up with a feisty copper haired orphan thrown over
his shoulder who was on her way to marry sullivan s bitter enemy emily mccarthy is an orphan out of options forced to marry because
she was too old for her orphanage she doesn t take kindly to her rescue still she trusts god can turn any situation to good especially
when it seems sullivan may just be the man of her dreams but sullivan s crossed a dangerous man unused to losing and emily may just be
the prize he s unwilling to sacrifice
A Lasting Impression 2011-11 after an unwanted past claire strives to create something that will last as an artist among nashville s
elite society in the 1860s
Timber Ridge Reflections 2010-11-01 this critically acclaimed best selling series set in 1870s colorado territory is now available in a
boxed set
A Promise for Tomorrow (Ribbons of Steel Book #3) 2010-04-01 when james baldwin takes a new position with the b o railroad he and
carolina decide to move their growing family from baltimore to a small rural town in the allegheny mountains carolina s stepdaughter
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victoria becomes enthralled with handsome kiernan an irish railroad worker but will the upper class baldwins even consider him as a
suitor for their daughter and when tensions rise among the workers can james stop a destructive plan before it s too late
Within My Heart (Timber Ridge Reflections Book #3) 2010-09-01 widow rachel boyd struggles to keep her ranch afloat and provide
for her two young sons though some days it feels as though her efforts are sabotaged at every turn when her cattle come down with
disease and her sons lives are endangered she must turn to rand brookston timber ridge s physician and reluctant veterinarian while
rachel appreciates his help she squelches any feelings she might have for rand her own father was a doctor and his patients always took
priority over his family rachel refuses to repeat the mistakes her mother made but when she s courted by a wealthy client of the local
resort she faces a choice self sufficiency and security or the risk inherent in the deepest of loves
Separate Roads (Ribbons West Book #2) 2011-11-01 book two in repackaged ribbons west series while the civil war is raging brenton
baldwin has promised to provide a safe escort to california for caitlan o connor but now that his heart is totally hers how can he leave her
once they finally arrive meanwhile kiernan and victoria o connor struggle as his work on the central pacific railroad keeps them
separated for long periods of time then a devastating accident with explosives suddenly changes everything what will this mean for all of
them
As Long As We Got Love 2017-12-19 at padma alexander s request the family all assemble for a two day family reunion at her grand
estate in the outer banks the week leading up to the reunion proves to be uplifting for some couples and challenging for others gabrielle
and tyson are still blissfully in love but something he keeps from her has her questioning whether he settled for her and isn t living up to
his full potential dilvan is still battling feelings of worthlessness with his bipolar diagnosis some days he takes his medicine other days he
doesn t the constant mood swings are proving to be too much for eden as she hides a secret that she s afraid to tell him she loves him but
there s only so much she can take preston and tamera are both busy with their writing careers their current lifestyle is carefree eating
out on a regular and always busy with work but preston has been thinking more and more about starting a family tamera is not on board
at least not while she s trying to get her business off the ground lalita searches for a purpose prasad can t understand her reasoning
since he provides her with everything she needs charity runs a school that was only supposed to be a summer school she ends up
opening a year round after school program but heshan thinks it s too much for her to manage henry considers dating again but thinks he
s too old to get back in the game that is until a woman visits the pastry shop who piques his interest padma would like nothing more than
to get all her family together for this reunion but will the drama surrounding these alexander couples turn this reunion into one big
disaster discover the entire alexander series the millionaire s arranged marriage book 1 watch me take your girl book 2 her premarital
ex book 3 the object of his obsession book 4 dilvan s redemption book 5 his charity challenge book 5 different tastes book 7
Different Tastes 2016-07-10 tamera alexander is a restaurant health inspector not a job she loves but it pays the bills writing is her
passion more like writing about food a part time writer for charlotte magazine she roams the city seeking restaurants to review always
on the grind never taking a moment to relax she likes it that way staying busy doesn t give her time to think about the life she could ve
had if she d married the right man her work is her life now she s brainwashed herself into believing she likes it that way then she makes
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a mistake her life of all work and no play is interrupted when she writes a bad review for central grub house a restaurant owned by
serenity michaels sister of preston michaels the preston michaels founder and chief editor of the second largest magazine in the city
charlotte recreational preston feels he has to come to his sister s defense when he reads tamera s article in charlotte magazine and he
wastes no time doing so approaching tamera with a bold face to face ultimatum he threatens to expose her career ending secret unless
she removes or amends the review she wrote about his sister s restaurant he wasn t prepared for an instant attraction to tamera the
enemy tamera didn t expect to lose her mind over preston a handsome man she hardly knew she made that mistake once she couldn t
afford to make it again she needed to get away from charlotte for a few days and fast she makes her great escape by taking on a
weekend assignment at a beautiful beach on the north carolina coast she didn t expect her drop dead gorgeous nemesis to be hot on her
trail
From a Distance (Timber Ridge Reflections Book #1) 2008-06-01 first in a romantic historical series from a bestselling author set in
the colorado territory during the 1870 s
Evangelical Christians and Popular Culture 2013-01-09 this three volume collection demonstrates the depth and breadth of evangelical
christians consumption critique and creation of popular culture and how evangelical christians are both influenced by and influence
mainstream popular culture covering comic books to movies to social media evangelical christians and popular culture pop goes the
gospel addresses the full spectrum of evangelical media and popular culture offerings even delving into lesser known forms of
evangelical popular culture such as comic books video games and theme parks the chapters in this 3 volume work are written by over 50
authors who specialize in fields as diverse as history theology music psychology journalism film and television studies advertising and
public relations volume 1 examines film radio and television and the internet volume 2 covers literature music popular art and
merchandise and volume 3 discusses public figures popular press places and events the work is intended for a scholarly audience but
presents material in a student friendly accessible manner evangelical insiders will receive a fresh look at the wide variety of evangelical
popular culture offerings many of which will be unknown while non evangelical readers will benefit from a comprehensive introduction
to the subject matter
Museums, Sexuality, and Gender Activism 2020-01-23 museums sexuality and gender activism examines the role of exhibitionary
institutions in representing lgbtq people cisgender women and nonbinary individuals considering recent gender and sexuality related
developments through a critical lens the volume contributes significantly to the growing body of activist writing on this topic building on
gender sexuality and museums and featuring work from established voices as well as newcomers this volume offers risky and exciting
articles from around the world chapters cover diverse topics including transgender representation erasure and activism two spirit people
indigeneity and museums third genders gender and sexuality in heritage sites and historic homes temporary exhibitions on gender and
sexuality museum representations of hiv aids interventions to increase queer visibility and inclusion in galleries lgbtq staff alliances and
museums gender ambiguity and the disruption of binaries several chapters focus on areas outside the us and europe while others explore
central topics through the perspectives of racial and ethnic minorities containing contributions that engage in sustained critique of
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current policies theory and practice museums sexuality and gender activism is essential reading for those studying museums women and
gender sexuality culture history heritage art media and anthropology the book will also spark interest among museum practitioners
public archivists and scholars researching related topics
Fountain Creek Chronicles 2009-09 presents three stories set in the colorado territory including rekindled in which larson jennings
returning home after being badly burned and left for dead discovers that his wife kathryn is on the verge of losing their ranch and is
determined to save it at any cost
The Everything Guide to Writing Your First Novel 2010-12-16 guides readers in writing and publishing a book including creating
authentic characters editing and finding an agent
The Dancing Master 2014-01-07 finding himself the man of the family london dancing master alec valcourt moves his mother and sister
to remote devonshire hoping to start over but he is stunned to learn the village matriarch has prohibited all dancing for reasons buried
deep in her past alec finds an unlikely ally in the matriarch s daughter though he s initially wary of julia midwinter s reckless flirtation he
comes to realize her bold exterior disguises a vulnerable soul and hidden sorrows of her own julia is quickly attracted to the handsome
dancing master a man her mother would never approve of but she cannot imagine why mr valcourt would leave london or why he evades
questions about his past with alec s help can julia uncover old secrets and restore life to her somber village and to her mother s tattered
heart filled with mystery and romance the dancing master brings to life the intriguing profession of those who taught essential social
graces for ladies and gentlemen hoping to make a good match in regency england praise for julie klassen s the tutor s daughter whether
you re a fan of jane austen or charlotte bronte or both you will soon become a fan of julie klassen once you read this wonderful book
goodreads well developed characters plot twists and attention to period detail make this a sure bet for fans of regency novels library
journal regency klassen fans will love the mystery romance and drama publishers weekly discussion questions included
Caught in the Middle (Ladies of Caldwell County Book #3) 2014-04-01 she wants the freedom of the open plains he wants the prestige of
a successful career neither is ready for what comes instead the train to garber texas is supposed to bring life s next victory to nicholas
lovelace instead it gets held up by robbers who are thwarted by the last person nick ever expected anne tillerton from back home in
prairie lea anne s been hiding away as a buffalo hunter she s only in town to find their runaway cook but the woman flees leaving anne
with her infant son with nick the only person anne knows in town the two form an unlikely team as they try to figure out what to do with
the child but being in town means acting and dressing for polite society and it s not going well for anne meanwhile nick s work is
bringing new pressures and being seen with a rough around the edges woman isn t helping his reputation caught between their own
dreams a deepening relationship and others expectations can the pair find their way to love jennings is a fresh voice in christian
historical romance library journal
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